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Reducing and eventually eliminating the Black-white wealth gap will require many policy 
measures over an extended period. These steps must include direct targeted financial 
transfers to African Americans as well as the removal of systematic barriers that prevent 
Black households from building wealth at the same rate as white households. 

A newly published issue brief from the Center for American Progress details a range 
of such proposals and policy steps.1 These include proposals from both CAP and the 
Biden administration, as well as actions already taken by President Joe Biden. The pres-
ident has signed several executive orders, such as an executive order on “Advancing 
Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities through the Federal 
Government,” which is designed to increase access to career and wealth-building 
opportunities for communities of color.2 

Other steps to reduce the Black-white wealth gap include: 

• Creating a federal postal banking system: This would give Black households greater 
access to low-cost, low-risk financial services.3

• Expanding access to federal research and development (R&D) funds for Black innovators 
and inventors: The federal government should increase R&D funding, ensuring that 
Black innovators and inventors, historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs), 
and predominantly Black communities have equitable access to federal R&D funding. 
It should also establish an innovation dividend—a regular payment derived from 
federally funded research and development—that is targeted to Black households.4

• Providing additional support for Black entrepreneurs: Experts at the Center 
for American Progress have previously proposed additional funding for the 
Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA).5 The Biden administration 
has already committed to small-business incubators and innovation hubs to boost 
entrepreneurship in communities of color—a crucial first step. The White House 
also proposed a $100 billion increase in federal contracting over five years6 and 
included $31 billion in small-business programs in its American Jobs Plan.7 

For the full issue brief, see 
“Wealth Matters: The Black-
White Wealth Gap Before 
and During the Pandemic.”

https://www.americanprogress.org/?p=501725
https://www.americanprogress.org/?p=501725
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• Establishing greater access to retirement savings: This includes maintaining public 
sector jobs that have been a crucial way for African Americans to gain access to 
middle-class retirement benefits.8 President Biden’s American Rescue Plan provided 
much-needed fiscal relief for state and local governments.9 Policymakers can go 
further and give all workers who do not yet have access to retirement savings 
opportunities such as a National Savings Plan—proposed by experts at CAP. This 
would create a low-cost, low-risk universal retirement savings plan.10

• Investing in early childhood care and education: With the passage of the American 
Rescue Plan and the introduction of the American Families Plan, the Biden 
administration has shown that it understands that equity and growth go together.11 

• Providing financial support for higher education: This should include making a 
college education tuition- and debt-free.12 Experts at CAP have also proposed and 
supported several other steps such as providing $10,000 in universal loan relief for all 
college borrowers, doubling the maximum Pell Grant amount, and making additional 
investments in HBCUs, other minority-serving institutions, and community colleges.13 
Fortunately, the American Families Plan proposes two free years of community college, 
a $1,400 increase in Pell Grants for low-income households, and two years’ worth of 
subsidized tuition and expanded programs in high-demand fields at HBCUs and other 
minority-serving institutions.14 

• Increasing homeownership and protecting housing from climate change:15 The 
administration reinstated most of the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
rule.16 President Biden also ordered the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) to examine recent regulatory actions by the Trump 
administration in order to evaluate their impact on HUD’s ability to administer and 
enforce the Fair Housing Act (FHA).17 Congress should also provide more funding 
for the Fair Housing Initiatives Program and for staffing in HUD’s Office of Fair 
Housing and Equal Opportunity. Moreover, HUD should enforce the FHA’s disparate 
impact rule, and legislative action could boost climate resilience among low-income 
communities of color; for example, financial regulators should take environmental 
factors into account in their Community Reinvestment Act examination criteria. 
President Biden has also included $213 billion for affordable housing investments in 
his American Jobs Plan,18 as well as several other funds.19 Further, the White House 
announced an interagency effort to address inequity in home appraisals.20

Christian E. Weller is a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress and a professor 
of public policy at the McCormack Graduate School of Policy and Global Studies at the 
University of Massachusetts Boston. Richard Figueroa is a research associate at the Center.
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